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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Arreanna Robbins lived on a family farm in Orange County, Indiana, between 1865 and 1870. She was apparently
unmarried at the time.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

This collection, filling five folders, contains the Franklin Diary kept by Arreanna Robbins for the years 1865-1866 and 1868-1870. Entries are brief, mentioning the weather, religious meetings, family comings and goings, work by the men in the fields and by the women in their weaving, and trips to town to sell produce. Health is a constant concern: "Myself very porly feel mutch on the decline;" "lisabeth is sick we are fearful she is taking the fever;" "Pa is plowing but he has fits nearly every night my heart is drounding in trouble."
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CATALOGUING INFORMATION

MAIN ENTRY: Robbins, Arreanna, fl. 1865-1870
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